
The Ohio Chapters: MG-T & BuckAyes - The Ohio Photo Scavenger Hunt 2022

This is a photo scavenger hunt for the Ohio Chapters of MG-T and BuckAyes. The contest begins now and ends 
on Oct. 31, 2022.  The winner will be announced at the 2023 Natter 'n' Noggin.

The rules are:
* Only current members are eligible to win. 
* Photo must include a picture of your MG.
(Pictures may include different MGs. Any make or model, or closely related car, such as a Wolseley).
* Photo must include a recent copy of the Lord Nuffield Crier prominently displayed.
* No Photoshop (or edited pictures).
* The judges' decisions are final.
* Unless otherwise noted, you can only use an item only once.

If you are participating, you will:
* keep track of your points/score. 
* keep track of your photos using the number on the list.
* send your photos to Deb Keller at howerlake@gmail.com, post them on the club's Facebook page, or mail a CD,

USB drive, or printed photos to Deb Keller. Photos received may be posted on the club's website and/or facebook page.

Here is the list.  Take a photo of your MG.

    1. At a welcome to Ohio sign 3 pt
    2. At a welcome sign to any other state 1 pt each state
    3. Next to an Amish horse and buggy 2 pts
    4. At an Ohio state park sign 1 pt

(+1 pt for every different state park)
    5. Next to the State of Ohio flag 1 pt
    6. At a waterfall  2pt
    7. Next to a lake 1 pt
    8. Near a statue  1pt
    9. At an old gas station  1pt
    10. At a covered bridge  1pt  in a covered bridge +1 pt
    11. Farris wheel in background 2pt
    12. Next to an airplane 1pt
    13. Next to a cannon 1pt
    14. Your MG in a parade 5pt
    15. Your MG at a race track 1 pt on race weekend +1 pt
    16. Bride and Groom, on a wedding day,

next to your MG 3pt
    17. Jacked up MG changing a flat tire 3pt
    18. Your MG with 4 other different MG model cars 5pts
    19. Your MG at a camp ground with a tent 2pts
    20. In front of a national park sign 2 pts

for each different national park sign +1 pt
    21. Next to a water fountain 1pt
    22. With a boat 2pt

the boat is a sailboat +1
    23. At a marina 1 pt
    23. At a bonfire 2pt
    24. In front of a red, white, blue interstate sign 1pt
    25. Helium balloon tied to the rear view mirror 1pt
    26. In your car with a pet: dog, cat, fish, etc. 2pt
    27. Flying a kite from your MG  2pt
    28. On a beach 1pt

    29. In front of a casino 1pt
    30. At a lighthouse 2pts
    31. Elephant in background 5pts
    32. On a ferry 3pts
    33. In a construction zone 1pt

with workers working +1 pt
    34. With a windmill 2pts
    35. At a tunnel 2pt  in the tunnel +1 pt
    36. RR crossing with train 2pt  with train engine +2 pts
    37. At a drive in theater 2pt  

with the movie playing in the background +3 pts
    38. At a state capital / parliament building 2pt 

State of Ohio +1 pt
    39. You and your car in the rain 2pt

with the top down +3 pts
    40. Next to a fire truck 1pt

with the fire truck lights on +2 pts
    41. Next to a police car 1pt  

with the police car light on +2 pts
    42. With a golf cart 1pt
    43. At a professional sports complex 2pts
    44. Next to a tractor 1pt
    45. On a farm 1pt
    46. At a clock tower 1pt
    47. With a personal license plate 1pt
    48. In a round-a-bout 2pts
    49. In a costume next to your car 2pts

driving in your costume +2 pts
    50. At a pay phone 5pts
    51. At a drive-in restaurant 1pt
    52. With a British Union Jack flag 2pts
    53.  At a sunrise or sunset 1 pt
    54. Next to a Miata, making a funny face 3pt



    55. Parked next to motorcycles at biker night 5pts
    56. In front of anything with the word “Abington” on it 

2pts
    57. With an ice cream truck 2pts
    58. In front of an amusement park 2pts
    59. In front of a zoo 2 pts
    59. At the county fair 3pts
    60. Bare feet on the dash 1pt
    61. In front of the court house 1pt
    62. With an army tank 2pts
    63. With a bull dozer 2pts
    64. At a deer crossing sign 1pt
    65. At a duck crossing sign 1 pt
    66. With a vehicle that says “wash me” written on it 2pts
    67. On a trailer 2 pts
    68. Carrying a canoe or kayak 3 pts
    69. At a miniature golf course 1 pt
    70. With a model car matching the MG 1 pt

Same color +2 pts
    71. In front of a barn 1 pt 

barn has a painted quilt on it +1 pt
    72. At a ski resort 1 pt
    73. On a dirt or gravel road 1 pt
    74. On a brick road 2 pts
    75. With a hot air balloon 3 pts
    76. With a submarine 2 pts
    77. At a sharp corner with 15 mph sign 1 pt
    78. At a cemetery 1 pt

with a headstone with the initials MG +2 pts
    79. At a college campus 1pt, 

if a State of Ohio university campus +1 pt
    80. With steam or smoke from the MG 3 pts
    81. With one tire in the edge of a lake or stream 2 pts

Really, only one tire.
NO bonus points for putting the whole car in.

 

Tie Breakers:
How many people in your MG? 1pt per person!
Recreate “Abbey Road” photo with your MG 10pt
In front of a castle 5pt
With a double decker bus 20pt


